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Ideagroup, a leader in the creation of modern 
designer bathroom furniture, is synonymous with 
quality, a dynamic outlook, research, technology, 
flexibility and maximised production capacity. Constant 
research unites all the group's activities and results 
in the creation of innovative bathroom furniture and 
bathroom accessories. This is the group's strategy in 
meeting the challenges of a growing, demanding market.

Our constant aim is to meet customers' needs.
We have achieved this through four companies 
working in perfect symbiosis to respond to the market 
by providing a wide range of bathroom furniture that is 
highly competitive in terms of design, quality and price.

// MONTREAL, CANADA

YOUR SINGLE DESTINATION FOR HIGH 
END ITALIAN VANITIES 



CUBIK  
COLLEC- 
TION

Genuine expression of a contemporary style trend,the Cubik  
collection portrays rational, geometric design and 
uses cleancut lines to give shape to new functional 
volumes. Exclusive materials are skilfully combined in a 
captivating exploration of new patterns and visual effects. 2



Contemporary homes are increasingly characterized by 
modern furnishing solutions distinguished by contrasting 
materials and colours. The base unit comes with lightweight glass 
fronts that lend a brand new touch of style to the storage area. 3

CUBIK



The bathroom is a fascinating haven: the design philosophy be-
hind this furnishing solution is inspired by balanced materials, re-
flections and light patterns. The Cubik collection lends added val-
ue to your bathroom. 4

CUBIK



The bathroom has evolved 
from being a space to being a 
place. Originally a utility area, 
it has become the room that 
dictates the entire style of the 
home and  recreates a relaxed 
yet sophisticated atmosphere 
throughout. 

CUBIK
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Each of our furnishing solutions is designed to celebrate Italian quality, 
which is traditionally driven by a strong sense of aesthetics. We introduce 
brand new furnishing concepts that result from research into future design 
trends 6

CUBIK



This furnishing combination is only apparently mismatched: the 
perfect rigour of the suspended tall units goes hand in hand with 
the gentle design of the freestanding Beauty vanity unit and sus-
pended Beauty mirror. The resulting visual effect is exclusive and 
indeed particularly eyecatching. 7

CUBIK



DOLCE-
VITA  
COLLEC- 
TION

Dolcevita is openly inspired by and introduces a modern approach 
to the concept of elegance, skilled, craftsmanship and styles typi-
cal of bygone years. Dolcevita is a design philosophy that revolves 
around the pleasure of living and lends a unique, unmistakable 
touch to modern bathrooms. 10 furnishing ideas interpret the 
multi-faceted spirit of this brand new collection by aqua. 8
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DOLCEVITA



These furnishing combinations have a remarkably clean, unclut-
tered style. The mirror combination plays a central role, stimulat-
ing creativity. This concept elegantly extends to the other rooms 
of the home, preserving continuity of style.

DOLCEVITA
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Rovere naturale evokes totally spontaneous inspiration. The linear design 
of the Dolcevita furnishing concept beautifully enhances the other rooms 
of the house, adding a pleasant, elegant touch. The spacial design of the 
fronts and side panels becomes the distinctive element of a collection in-
spired by skilled craftsmanship. 11

DOLCEVITA



DOLCEVITA
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DOLCEVITA
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Material finishes give shape to our design ideas. The uniqueness of a fur-
nishing project determines the style of the bathroomm turning it into a 
symbol of evolution and innovation in interior design, combining elements 
that are in a constant relation with each other. 14

DOLCEVITA



DOGMA 
COLLEC- 
TION

Dogma is a new style philosophy, a new approach that redefines 
the concept of design and comfort associated with the bathroom. 15



Marble and wood finish a strong, captivating combination of 
natural materials creates a sensational visual effect. Beauty identi-
fies our daily bathroom rituals.

DOGMA
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DOGMA



DOGMA
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Varying thicknesses and depths express our yearning to dare and 
experiment. 2ur goal is to create a dynamic, distinguishing envi-
ronment that is unmistakably contemporary. 19

DOGMA



DOGMA
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Streamlined design solutions. Slteek lines go hand in hand with 
clean geometric shapes. Without ever compromising on good 
looks and functionality, simplicity becomes an added value. 21

DOGMA



We like to create sophisticated atmospheres where glamorous el-
egance is the key. We have rediscovered pale, neutral shades that 
are perfectly in line with our concept of comfortable living.

DOGMA
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DOGMA



FOR ANY INQUIRIES

PLEASE CONTACT US AT

AMANDA@ROYALCERAMIC.COM




